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Successful People Deal in Truths (review ;)
Harry Browne – The Secret of Selling Anything

1. Truths are neither good/bad. You cannot will them away. 
Like gravity. Successful people build businesses that work 
within the Truths.

2. We are emotional beings that use logical reasons to back 
up emotional decisions.

3. Characteristics, Feelings, Behavioral Traits = Human 
Nature.

4. One Truth is that Human Nature means: People 
do things for THEIR reasons, not ours. If you 
don’t know their reasons (by creating 
relationship) then INFLUENCE (selling) is 
impossible. 

5. Their reason is always HAPPINESS.



Harry Browne’s Principles Cont’d (review ;)
6. Everyone seeks happiness. Happiness is the “mental feeling of wellbeing; 

a genuine ongoing feeling of joy or peace of mind. It is a result of living in 
congruency with your values. (aka in Alignment with your Life Intentions and Standards of 
Integrity)

7. Happiness is relative. People understand happiness differently. We place 
different values on different things. We also tend to believe everyone else sees 
the world as we do. Unless you are a perfect match it is NOT helpful to say with a Seller  “You 
know what I love about your plan?”

8. Another Truth is that Resources are limited. Resources like time, 
money, energy, knowledge, etc. Because of this, we always must be making 
decisions. Sellers are always making decisions. As are we. 

9. Profiting is an increase of happiness which comes from exchanging one 
situation for another due to each person’s Profit Motive. If you do not 
understand your Seller’s “Profit Motive”, it’s much harder to create relationship.



What are your Seller Leads’ Profit Motives? 

It is never a Price Question 
but a VALUE Question. 

Is it:
• Convenience? (Its why people sell to someone 

that will re-sell at a profit and they don’t care)
• Bells and Whistles? (but the other agent is 

putting up a lighted sign!)
• Status? (I only list with a luxury specialist)
• TRUST? I list with someone I know… or 

someone who knows someone I know or… The 
Neighborhood Specialist)
• What else?



The Best Questions to Ask OWNERS to see if they
are POTENTIAL SELLERS:

• If I knocked on your door with a blank check and said I AM going to buy this 
house… you just tell me the figure to write in… and I did it… where would you 
go with that money? (discuss follow up to that question)
• If you had to say your house was too big or too small, which way would you 

lean? (discuss follow up to that question)
• In the next 5 years is there anything that might happen that could cause you 

to want to… or need to… sell your home? (discuss follow up to that question)
• Do you have any upcoming major maintenance or upgrades your house 

needs? (discuss follow up to that question)
• If you knew the market was at it’s peak on the Real Estate Clock Cycle, what 

would you do, knowing that? (discuss follow up to that question) Or – I am 
taking a Poll… where do YOU think we are on the real estate Cycle Clock? 



Just a 
little Clock 
Review



When Is the Best Time to Buy?

Real Estate Timing Clock
Hour Marks Price Levels

Prices Go 
Down

Approaching 
Bottom

Hit Bottom

Starting 
To Improve

Market  Is 
Rising

Prices Hit a Peak!

The Real Estate 
Market 

IS Cyclical… Like a 
Clock. 

The only unknowns are 
how long it takes from one 
hour to the next…and how 
long we stay at one hour. 
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Sellers are Afraid to 
ACT right now… scared 
they will be Homeless?

The Key to them 
LISTENING TO and 

BELIEVING YOU 
comes from developing a 

RELATIONSHIP 
of TRUST, first.

IF they do have a desire to sell… Are they willing to get in the Boat 
with you? ONLY if you have Relationship Established based on TRUST



If your Sellers aren’t listing, you probably 
have 2 problems:

#1 – You don’t know enough about what is 
important to THEM with a sale

And / Or
#2 - You haven’t educated them correctly 

on HOW to make it WORK in this market…

NOTE: #1 must come before #2 to be successful…



UNFORTUNATELY…
We are hearing of stories 
about Agents with Sellers 

NOT acting because of 
Market Conditions, when if 

they KNEW what you 
know…  they would act now 

because they’d know they 
CAN WIN right now…

We will go into that today…



This Occurs because:
• The Sellers Agent didn’t ask enough questions upfront to get the 

understand the Sellers PROFIT MOTIVE. This MUST be done FIRST before
the Listing Presentation. You must CONNECT before you can CORRECT.

• They didn’t do a full Listing Presentation after creating relationship (even if they 
THINK they aren’t ready in todays market) full of STORIES… so the Seller doesn’t 
KNOW the options they HAVE. 

• They were trying to “protect” a Seller when they should be SERVING 
their needs. i.e.: They were thinking about what THEY want… instead of what the 
Seller wants.

• They and/or the Seller confuse an Objection for Listing with a Condition for 
Listing. Or they believe it’s a Condition when it’s solvable with the right question.

A Seller Wins when they SELL in the way that is 
the right fit for THEIR happiness.



Reality check: 

You get paid to 
help people BUY 

and SELL

… not to TRY to … 

ONLY with a
COMPLETED and 

CLOSED SALE

Selling is the GOAL if you are a 
Seller. No matter what monkey 
mind they spit out…

NOT SELLING i.e. – Waiting to 
find a replacement before 
Selling (in a market where you 
can’t buy contingent) is NOT in 
their best interests.

When we don’t get 100% clear 
We are NOT DOING A GOOD 
JOB helping people Sell and 
worse, we risk losing them… 
(remember “convenience” as a Profit 
Motive?)



Which of these is an Objection to Listing 
and Which is a Condition?

• The Carpet/Stove/etc. needs replacing and it’s on back order.
• I don’t have anywhere to move to.
• I’m building a replacement home and it’s not ready until July.
• I’m afraid what I want to buy costs too much.
• I can’t qualify to buy a home until my home is sold.
• I might keep it as a rental for a few years and sell then before I 

owe capital gains.
• My tenant has a lease until July.
• What else are you hearing? 



Conditions require Waiting – Objections can be 
handled… Look again:

• The Carpet/Stove/etc. needs replacing and it’s on back order. (I understand… 
and… If we could sell the house without that appliance in and still get top dollar before supply of 
homes gets higher… would you do that?)

• I don’t have anywhere to move to. (I understand… and… If you had a plan in place, that 
you were confident in, would you move forward?)

• I’m building a replacement home and it’s not ready until July. (Got it… and if 
you were able to sell now, put the money in the bank, and live here for free or almost free, 
would that give you some peace of mind?)

• I’m afraid what I want to buy costs too much. (I understand, lets look at the 
numbers and make sure you know exactly what that looks like)

• I can’t qualify to buy a home until my home is sold. (I understand… if we were 
able to sell, stay in the home, and THEN find a replacement, would that be ideal?)

• I might keep it as a rental for a few years and sell then before I owe capital 
gains. (That is an option… is there any risk in doing that for someone to damage it or the 
market change and it’s worth less then?)

• My tenant has a lease until July. (I understand… if we found them another rental 
now… or sold them a home, so you can sell sooner, would that be better for you? Or… if a 
buyer bought it with the tenant in place would that be ok… did you know in this unique 
market that we can try that?)



The Questions to Ask to Create 
Relationship – Three kinds:

1. The ones you ask before you meet the first time.

2. The ones you ask of them when you meet.

3. The ones you ask of them before you decide to 

work together.



#1 -The Questions you ask  
before you meet the first time.

• Who referred them / Who do we know in common? 
• YOU look on LI and FB before you ask them… and bring up names of connections if 

there are any and you really do know the other person. 
• What do we have in common?

• Google them and look at social media to see if you can find common interests.
• Learn what they do for a living and names of family members.
• Learn what they like to do for fun.
• RESEARCH! You are going to make thousands of dollars on this potential sale!

• What Motivates them? (Chapter 5 of “The Millions Within” by David Neagle)
• Get clues from social media or friends in common looking for:

• The 3 main motivators:
• Love
• Security
• Self-Esteem



This is not stalking… it’s what professionals do 
to make connecting smoother.

If you interview for a job, for example, the 
person interviewing you will EXPECT you 
learned all you could about the company… 

before the Interview!



# 2 - The Questions you 
ask of them NEXT --

To Connect and Create 
Relationship



#2  The less obvious Questions…when 
you do meet. Could be over several meetings…

1) What is important to you about selling now? You may ask this first and again, 
last… the answers should be different if you did indeed create relationship in between.

2) Is your job changing around this move? You are connecting… they know what you 
do, or think they know..… Ask how they started in the work they do…  IF appropriate, begin to set up 
future referrals by asking THEM: “How would I know who might be a good referral for you?”

3) What do you love about this house? What do you hate? What do 
you want different in the next place? 3 separate questions spaced out with a lot of 
listening and note taking in between. 

4) Is it more important for this sale to be easy, fast, get top dollar… or 
all 3? They will say all 3… then ask them to rank those 3 things.

5) Tell me more about what you’ve done to this house upgrade and 
maintenance-wise over the last few years…



#3 The Questions you ask before you 
decide to work together.

Part 3 includes Going through all the OPTIONS they have… and that’s to be done during or after the 
Listing Presentation but here are few in-between Bonus questions to choose from (don’t do 
all or as a series, but just to learn more about them)

1. What did you want to be when you grew up, as a child?
2. How does this sale fit in to your bigger life-picture?
3. Where do you see yourself 5-10-15-20 years (choose appropriate) from now? (See if there is 
another future move that you need to be monitoring for!)
4. What would happen in 3,6,9,12 months if you don’t sell it now? (go into detail so you can 
say “wow, this is really important now!”) 

While these are simply bridges from the first and 2nd set of questions, the biggest mistake we make is 
skipping the first 2 sets of questions altogether and going straight to the commitment questions. 
Without relationship, going straight to commitment questions often does one of these:
Ø Drives a good seller away.
Ø Causes someone to say yes to something they don’t 

understand.

Ø Causes them to think you are in it only for the money.
Ø Causes them to be afraid. Fear causes flight, fight or 

freeze. 



Options Sellers Have in this Market

Here are SOME of the many options in today’s market:

q Option #1 - Stay in your home, the way it is, or remodel it with cash or an equity line of credit or refinance. 

q Option #2 - If you have the cash and qualifications to do so, buy a new home before you sell this one. THEN sell this 
home. If the market continues to go up in value, THIS is a great option because you hold the control on both ends of 
the transaction. You are under no pressure to sell so you can buy… and under no pressure to buy, so you can sell. Best 
negotiating position of all as a Buyer! 

q Option #3 - Buy a replacement property with the equity in your home, even before you sell. This works great if you 
have a lot of equity and are buying down.

q Option #4 - List your home and sell it for top dollar… and move into a temporary home until you find a replacement 
property. Did you know that many professional movers will store your belongings for MONTHS while you find a 
replacement property? This also puts you in a position of strength with less pressure on both ends of the transaction. 
There are many hotel residences with kitchens that are good for a few months – We did this ourselves one move!



Continued
qOption #5 - List your home for sell with a contingency that if you do not find a replacement 

property, you are under no obligation to sell. Yes, this is possible. Then shop while your home is on the 
market.  You may be able to price a bit higher until you find a replacement property to test the upper end of the 
market and if it doesn’t sell, reduce when you go under contract on a purchase. 

qOption #6 - List your home for sale and negotiate a rent-back of your own home while you find a 
replacement property. Yes, this is possible in many markets, more than ever. 

qOption #7 - Find a replacement property that will allow you to move into early and pay rent to the 
owner until closing.  You’ll complete the purchase when your home is sold & closed, at which time you buy the 
replacement home you are already living in.  Much harder right now but may be possible if you over-pay…

qOption #8 - Sell your home and move into your 2nd home or rental property. I’ve seen some Sellers do 
this long enough (usually about 2 tax returns) to cause property 2 to become a primary residence, in which case 
they can sell that property and may not owe capital gains (talk to your tax advisor.) Selling these properties 
without this step (and without conducting a 1031 Exchange) would normally cause a taxable event. This option 
could save that taxable event from ever occurring, as primary residences are gain-exempt up to $250K for a single 
or $500K if you’re married. 

Note: Consult your tax advisor about your property’s current tax status and how any of the ideas above may affect you. 



What if you Created in Real Life 
the 8 Options on Cards….

Would it create 
Clarity for your Sellers?



Sellers may hesitate Acting
Unless You Create Relationship… and 
then Educate… and they TRUST you…
And Yes…  They Must be Motivated by an 
Island of Vision and Possibility!

• There is NO WAY to get someone 
to Sell a home they don’t want to 
sell. That said, they may not 
KNOW until you Educate!
• Sellers have more choices today 

than ever before. The Question 
is… do they KNOW it… and did 
they learn it from YOU? 



Connect 
before you 

Correct

Both Sellers and 
Buyers…



Build a Better Sellers 
Presentation… I swear this 

changes EVERYTHING 
when you do this.

• Take the time to write or RE-
WRITE yours. 
• Record it and REVIEW it 
making notes of what to Add or 
Subtract noting anything you need 
to get rid of or habits you have.
• Note how often you close. 
• Record it again and show to a 
friend or RE Partner you trust to 
give you feedback. 



In closing

• You can only control YOUR CHOICES and YOUR ATTITUDE!
• You cannot control the Market, mortgage rates, and we can’t control 

the Buyers nor their Buyer Agents Nor their Offers.

• You CAN control the OPTIONS you give the Seller to choose from. 
• You CAN control the RESEARCH you do.
• You CAN learn more about the SELLER so you can better 

advise… and they can better TRUST YOU.
• You CAN ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONS Before And During A 

LISTING PRESENTATION That EDUCATES PROPERLY.



2-Hour Workshop on 
How to Find your Niche

and
Establish Minimum Standards

April 20th at 2pm ET
1pm Central/ Noon MTN/ 11am Pacific

$50 just so you have skin in the game
Limit of 22 people

Link to Buy In Chat – do it NOW
https://bit.ly/YCMWorkshop49

It’s time to get Clear… or RE-Clear…















What else is on this week?

Tuesday Coach is IN

Thursday BUYERS COURSE!

Coming SOON:
Finding your Niche and Establishing 
your Minimum Standards Workshop
April 20th – $50.


